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Close-up of an Arc
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How does electricity go through a 

gap?

• Plasma

– gap is filled with gas
• often Ar because it is inert

– outer electrons are loose and carry electricity 
(much like a metal)
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Why are electrons loose?
• Because it’s VERY hot!
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surface of the Sun: 6,000 K

welding arc: 20,000 K



Why is it so hot?

• Thermal energy is higher than binding energy of 
outer electrons

• Lose electrons hit ions

• Motion of charged species creates Joule heating

• Much heat is dissipated through radiation
– need for mask and PPE
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Electricity causes motion
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Electricity causes motion
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tighter magnetic fieldsàstronger electromagnetic forces

top is tighter than bottomàmore pressure on top

pressure differentialàvelocity of plasma (Bernoulli)

velocity of plasma: ~300 m/s (~speed of sound at room T)



Magnetohydrodynamics
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Hannes Alfvén, Nobel Prize  
in Physics, 1970



Consequences of fast plasma
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The Welding Arc
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The Welding Arc
• Three important parts
– column
– anode
– cathode
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Ionization and Dissociation
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LTE and non-LTE Plasmas
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Eagar, MIT class notes



Welding on Mars?
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Fluorescent tubes
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The Welding Arc
• column
– LTE

• anode
– non-LTE

• cathode
– non-LTE
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“cold” gas at atmospheric 
pressure near the electrodes



Properties of electrodes
• work function
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a negative electrode (or 
plate) needs to lose 
electrons into the arc.

The work function is the 
voltage associated with 
losing an electron from 
a surface

~4 V-5 V for common 
electrodes in welding



Properties of Plasma
• ionization energy
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Properties of Plasma
• ionization energy

– High ionization energy means:
• higher voltages for same arc length

– e.g. He vs. Ar in GMAW
– e.g. F2 vs O2 in SAW

• higher heat input (Heliarc)
– Low ionization energy means:

• arc stability and easier arc start
– K in 6011 vs Na in 6010 allows for AC in SMAW
– metal vapors have lower ionization energy than Ar, and 

likely are of help with arc start
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Properties of Plasma
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conducing
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Arc Voltage
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1 atm



Arc Components
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• Column
– LTE, electrically neutral
– Transparent to radiation
– Most radiation is in the UV
– Energy balance

• Joule Heating ≈ Radiation+Advection
– Voltage loss ~ constant

(20 V/in)



Arc Components
• Column

– Width increases with arc length
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Arc Components
• Anode

– Voltage fall ~ independent of current
– Current density in electrode of the order of 

100 A/mm2

• depends on gas
• in GMAW the gas near the anode can be mostly 

metal vapors
– In Ar-CO2 

• current density increases with amount of CO2
– nobody knows why!

• voltage fall ~ independent of amount of CO2
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Arc Components
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• Anode: Energy Balance

(“negative fall”=V increase)



Arc Components
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• Anode: sheath
– thickness ~microns



Arc Components
• Cathode (thermionic)

– Voltage fall ~ independent of current
– Current density:
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Arc Components
• Cathode (thermionic): Energy Balance
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Arc Components
• Cathode (non-thermionic)

– Voltage fall ~ independent of current
– Current density ~ independent of shielding 

gas
– apparent current density of the order of 10-

100 A/mm2

– Oxides help emit e-

• 2% O2 stabilizes the arc in GMAW, ThO2 in GTAW
• arc attaches to oxides and reduces them, then 

jumps to next oxide
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Arc Components
• Cathode (non-thermionic): Energy Balance
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Cathode spots
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Thermal aspects
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~1% of total, negligible



Summary
• Voltage

– Arc column
– ~0.8-1 V/mm

– Anode
– Vanode~4.8 V for steel
– Vanode~4.2 V for Al

– Cathode
• Thermionic (electrode GTAW)

– Vcathode~1 V
• Non-Thermionic (electrode in GMAW, plate in GTAW)

– Vcathode~11 V (Ar)
– Vcathode~13.8 V (Ar-5%CO2)

• Thermal contributions from arc (for GMAW 0.045 in @200 A, 6 
mm arc)
– Electrode

– ~0 W
– Plate

– ~320 W
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Example 1
• An autogenous GTAW stringer bead on steel  

is 6 mm wide when the arc length is 3 mm.
– estimate the voltage
– how much should the arc length be increased 

to have a width of 7 mm using the same 
current? (assume that weld bead is given by 
arc diameter)
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Example 1
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• An autogenous GTAW stringer bead on steel  
is 6 mm wide when the arc length is 3 mm.
– estimate the voltage
– how much should the arc length be increased 

to have a width of 7 mm using the same 
current? (assume that weld bead is given by 
arc diameter)



Example 2
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Example 2
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Example 2
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Arc Stiffness
• Given by the velocity of plasma in the arc

– Current generates magnetism
– Magnetism interacts with current

• causes a “pinch” force
– Pinch force creates a force

– Force drives flow

– Pulsing with same average current results in a 
stiffer arc with similar heat input
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Arc Stiffness
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Mendez, P.F., Ramirez, M.A., Trapaga, G., and Eagar, T.W., Order of magnitude 
scaling of the cathode region in an axisymmetric transferred electric arc. 
Metallurgical Transactions B, 2001. 32B: p. 547-54.

~300 m/s



Arc Temperature
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Cathode region

Column

Anode 
region

Plasma GasGas

T~20,000 K GTAW
10,000 K GMAW



Arc Temperature
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Lower core of arc column:
100 W/m3

Input advection (80%)
Output radiation (~100%)

Near cathode:
10-1 W/m3

Input Joule (100%)
Output advection (80%)

Outer region of arc column:
10-2 W/m3

Input Joule (80%)
Output advection (~100%)

Boundary layer:
10-2 W/m3

Input advection (80%)
Output conduction (80%)

Upper core of arc column:
100 W/m3

Input Joule (>80%)
Output radiation (~100%)

5 heat transfer mech
advection
conduction
Joule
Radiation
Thomson



The GMAW Arc
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The GMAW Arc
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from Influence of current pulse profile on metal transfer in pulsed gas metal arc 
welding. MSc Thesis of Emanuel Bruno Ferreira Dos Santos, Waterloo (now Liburdi)
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from Influence of current pulse profile on metal transfer in pulsed gas metal arc 
welding. MSc Thesis of Emanuel Bruno Ferreira Dos Santos, Waterloo (now Liburdi)




